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Earlyon in my own religious development, I gave
a lot of thought to the idea of theideal religious
life.  As we see in the vision of Jacob's Ladder at
thebeginning of Parashat VaYeitzi, is it a life
devoted solely to Heaven, or is therea way
to bridgeHeaven and Earth?  There is no doubt
that in contemplating Avodat Hashem,how best
to serve God, the Chareidi “Torah only”
approach has greatallure.  To spend all day
studying God’s word, through Torah
learning,connecting to God, through Tefillah, and
communing with God on Shabbat andHolidays,
through a sweet mix of Torah, Tefillah and
Zemirot can be intoxicating.  This lifestyle had
great appeal to me at an important crossroads in
mylife.  But as I continued to contemplate my
path forward, I thought a lotabout my past as well.  I come from generations and generations
ofChassidic Rabbis.  My grandfather sat at his father’s Tisch, as the son ofthe Rebbe, in
Wengrow.  Yet, through the hand of God, which saved my grandfather,sending him to
Scotland, then England and, finally, settling in Chicago – wewere no longer Chassidic – we
were Modern and Orthodox and that is how I was raised. In some cosmic way, I felt (and
continue to feel) that it was God’s will that Iwas raised in the way that I was here and I wasn’t
meant to transport myselfback to the way it was in Europe.  Don’t get me wrong, I still
considermyself a Chassid but I guess a ModernOrthodox-Religious Zionist version of one. 
Armed with this recognitionand with the guidance of certain very special Rabbis and
teachers of mine, aswell as the counsel of a very wise woman (who I went on to marry), I
saw beingModern Orthodox as a privilege not a problem. 

Thisis why, for me, the ideal path of Avodat Hashem – in serving God – is to carveout our
own centrist path that combines the Torah life with the Total life;taking the best that both
worlds have to offer and then offering that up toHashem just as the angels ascended up to
God and descended towards earth by wayof the "sacred sulam," Jacob's holy ladder.  Does
the eternalTorah take primacy over the ephemeral things of this world?! Of course, but
thetwo don’t have to be in conflict.  We should rarely have to choosebetween one over the
other – if we set our priorities correctly and articulateand embody them from the outset. 

IfI had to put it into one word or phrase, I would say that our charge is to beNesi’im, but not
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just provincial or tribal leaders.  I mean Nesi’im in theway that Ephron the Hittite (in Parashat
Chayei Sarah) refers to Avraham. When Ephron encounters Avraham as he seeks to
purchases our first Chelek inEretz Yisrael, the Maarat HaMachpela in Chevron - Ephron
calls him a “NassiElokim” – the prince of God.  He refers to him as a sort of ambassador
ofGod to the world.  And that is exactly what I think we ought to be:“Nesi’eih Elokim” -
Ambassadors of Traditional - Religious Zionist - Judaismto the world.

AsModern Orthodox Jews, who are passionate about the Am Yisrael and MedinatYisrael, we
are uniquely positioned to be conduits and connectors to so manygroups of people,
because of what we value, where we work and what we do. This unique ambassadorial role
applies in 4 spheres, as I see it:

1) You can be a Nassi Elokim to your fellow Jew – tothe non-observant, unaffiliated or
Reform, Conservative, or ReconstructionistJew – be it a neighbor, friend, classmate, dorm-
mate, professor, co-worker orman-on-the-street.  In the polarized world we live in, we ought
to reachout in a collaborative and cooperative spirit to work with and respect
Jews,irrespective of how they believe or practice differently that we do.  Thisis why I am so
proud of our collaborations and communal activities with ourneighboring Reform Rabbis
and Temples.  May it only continue and may ourAchdut message continue to spread. 

2) You can be a Nasi Elokim to the non-Jewish world –to anyone you meet in any situation:
in school, in the workplace, in thestreet, at a movie, a ballgame, a play or a concert - and
anywhere that lifetakes you across the globe.  For in our day and age, sadly the
world’simage of an Orthodox Jew is one that is on the cover of newspapers as those
whomanipulate, steal, bribe, extort or cheat.  That’s why I say, wear aYarmulke out on the
street – in the city or in the neighborhood – so you canprovide a counterpoint to this
negative image of the Orthodox Jew.  Byidentifying as Orthodox, albeit Modern Orthodox,
you have the opportunity to bea model of the Jew as a moral and ethical citizen of the world. 

3) You can be a Nasi Elokim in the pro-Israelcommunity, both here and in Israel – always
standing with the People of Israeland standing up for the State of Israel.  Sadly, many Jews
in the Orthodoxand non-Orthodox community, don’t share the pride, joy and shared destiny
thatwe feel with Israel and its People.  Not every community says Hallel andcelebrates Yom
Ha’atzmaut and Yom Yerushalayim the way that we do.  Thisreligious Zionist spirit is also
something that we have that should be modeledfor others.

4) Finally, you can also be a Nasi Elokim to thereligious world - Jewish, Christian and
Muslim – in promoting a traditionalapproach to Torah and Scripture that also has a heart. 
One thatplaces humanity over theology and that gives dignity, love and credence to allpeople,
regardless of: race, gender, creed or sexual orientation.  This“Halacha with a Heart” is sorely
needed in the Orthodox community and in somany other faith communities around the
globe.  

This is the special rolethat Modern Orthodox - Religious Zionist Jews like us can and will
play inshaping the Jewish future.  But, in order to do so, there has to beOrthodox as much
there is Modern – the out-and-about lifestyle of the Nasi hasto be coupled with a real
dedication to Elokim.  There must be acommitment to leading a life governed by our core
Halachot, Mitzvot andpractices - and if not a total commitment, at least, a total
aspirationtowards committing ourselves to do our very best.

Shabbat has to be observed astruly a holy day - we must have the courage and faith to turn
off ourphones/computers and really immerse ourselves in the day the way it ought to
beobserved, free from electronic or digital interruptions.  Kashrutneeds to be something
more than just something I’ll do when I go home.  Mikvahshould be more than just a one-
shot deal before I get married. Tefillincan’t just sit on a shelf collecting dust – waiting for a
special occasion thatrequires me to bring them to Shul and put them on, they should be
worn on aregular basis.  Putting your Tefillin on at your dining room table or inyour study
will make all the difference in the world – years from now - whenyour son/daughter are off
on their own and ready to start their own Jewishhomes.  Passionate Tefillah should be a
part of our lives, both at homeand in Shul on Shabbat and Holidays.  Our souls should be
nourishedand sustained with Torah study, Jewish education, and communal prayer - just
asmuch as our minds and senses seek to be nourished withtechnology, culture and fine
wines, craft beers, gourmet foods, single-maltscotches and bourbons.  And this
commitment to the soul over the senses isparamount to sustaining the Orthodox aspects of



our Jewish lives.  ForJudaism without a soul is like a body without a soul…

This is not an easy pathby any means, but I can assure you, it is the most meaningful and
fulfillingpath that you can choose.  And I believe that you, our graduates, and allof us, can do
it.

So the next time someoneasks you what it means to be Modern Orthodox - Religious
Zionist Jews, justtell them what it really means.  We are the goodwill Ambassadors
ofJudaism to the world.

Upcoming Event



Introducing the New RZA-Aryeh Fellowship!

The RZA-Aryeh Fellowship is a new initiative of the RZA-Mizrachi to
strengthen the mission of Religious Zionism. Fifty college and graduate
school students from around the country have been invited to spend their
winter-break in Israel where they will be studying Torah and attending
intensive seminars devoted to Religious Zionism education. Upon their
return the Aryeh Fellows will focus on their year-long Manhigut (leadership)
projects designed to bring the message of Religious Zionism back to
communities across America. We are excited to profile a different “Aryeh
Fellow” each week. 

Meet Yoni Schwartz

I am Yoni Schwartz, a  second year pre-
med student in Yeshiva University.  I’m
taking chemistry and genetics- where I
breed hundreds of flies in my spare time.
I love flies and all, but I can’t wait to reach
my full potential when I become a doctor
and help people in need to the best of my
abilities. The closest way of helping
people in need for now was the two
summers I spent in Camp Simcha. Both
of those summers I had a camper with a
severe case of Familial Dysautonomia

(FD). Every need of theirs had to be taken care of. Whether it was feeding them through a
tube or showering them, I was responsible for making sure it was done right. But my two
campers (one each year) did not come to camp just to get taken care of. Although I had to be
on top of their health I also made sure that every day had exciting activities that they would
enjoy, and that they would be laughing a good portion of the day.

Before my fly-breeding days in Yeshiva University, I went to high school in MTA and spent
two years in Yeshivat Sha’albim. My years in Sha’albim have helped me understand myself
and what I want from my life. As I learnt during a portion of the day Tanach and spent all of
my day in Eretz Yisrael, I inevitably fell in love with the Holy Land. Before my years in Israel I
knew Israel was a land which our people belonged to and I visited a lot (to visit my many
cousins living there). After living in Israel for two years I now not only understand that Israel
is a place where the Jewish people belong, but I know that the Jewish people have to make
Israel their home as soon as possible and I cannot stop myself from going back whenever I
can (I have been to Israel two times last year and already one time this year!). Now, thanks to
the RZA, I can’t wait to spend YU’s winter break learning in my yeshiva where I gained so
much and I’ll help inspire other people to come to Israel too in my Manhigut Project.

Join us for Yom Yerushalyaim!



Dear RZA-Mizrachi Friends, 

We very much look forward to having you take part in our Mizrachi World Movement's "This
Year in Jerusalem" Mega-Mission over Yom Yerushalayim. Our aim is to bring thousands of
people (including rabbinic and community leaders) from hundreds of communities from
across the global Jewish community to learn, experience and celebrate together at this
momentous time in Jewish history. 

Please see below a personal invitation from Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks, one of the global
leaders of the mission, inviting you to join him on this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. 

More details about the program can be found at the following link - www.mizrachi.org/YY50 -
including the draft schedule, highlights, pricing options and booking procedure.

Please note the following:

1. There are 10 hotel options, with a price range depending on hotel choice. Each hotel
package includes breakfast, lunch and dinner (excluding Wed evening). The hotel packages
also include the entire 4 day program at discounted rates. 

2. There is also an option for people who are not staying in hotels - if they have their own
accommodation - to join for the 4 day program, at a cost of $630 per person. It does not
include hotel, breakfast and dinner, but does include transport from central meeting points to
and from all the venues, lunch each day, and participation in the full program. 

3. For those shuls/communities/groups who wish to bring missions and want to extend
their trip either before or after our 4 day mission, that can also be arranged by contacting us
at YY50@mizrachi.org, and we - together with our partners - will put together a tailor-made
package for your group.

Looking forward to celebrating together – in Jerusalem – on this historic occasion. 

With excitement and anticipation, 

Rabbi Gideon Shloush                                                Rav Doron Perez
Mizrachi – Religious Zionists of America                    Mizrachi World Movement 
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P O INT O F V IEWP O INT O F V IEW
Dual-Sex in Close Q uarters  – And That’s  an O rder!  Dual-Sex in Close Q uarters  – And That’s  an O rder!  

By By Rabbi Yisrael Rozen,Dean of the Zomet Institute

Putting Sticks in the Tracks of theTanks

“The Directive for Mixed-Gender Army Service” which was just released by the IDF
opens theway for women to serve in combat duty in the IDF (including in tanks), and
willstrengthen gender equality in the army. The new directive has appeared in closeproximity
to ongoing friction between the rabbis of religious Zionism and theirfollowers as opposed to
“IDF commanders” led by the Chief of Staff on mattersthat involve clipping the “wings” of
the IDF Rabbinate (by removing thesubject of Jewish awareness from the scope of the
Rabbinate and replacing it by“tradition” under the control of the Education Corps, among
other things). Inthe wake of the new order, heads of Hesder yeshivot and army prep schools
andeducators in girls’ schools hastily organized a meeting with the Chief ofStaff; Knesset
members from the Bayit Yehdudi Party expressed their shock, andcame forward with
criticism; rabbis who have an influence on candidates for thedraft have threatened a ban on
the Armored Corps, which was “built up and strengthenedby students of the Hesder
Yeshivot,” who will now refuse to serve there;organizations of former IDF rabbis declared
that they will fight the decision;and the Chief of Staff declared – at the installation of the new
IDF ChiefRabbi, Colonel Eyal Karim – something like, “Not a single woman has beendrafted
to fight in the tanks, and the subject will be reviewed again.” On thespot he received the
approval of the Sephardi Chief Rabbi of Israel, RabbiYitzchak Yosef for his words. 

As far as I am concerned, it is a seriousmistake to lump together the directive for
mixed-gender service and the issueof the authority of the IDF Rabbinate, putting it
all together as a “religioustopic,” like the question of singing by women at formal IDF
ceremonies. Themixed-gender topic is not a question of religion but is rather related
tonationalism and security. The main problem is the effort to deify theprinciple of gender
equality in the face of possible harm to militarypreparedness and the mission of the IDF. In
short, this issue is related to ourability to win future wars! 



It has been noted in the press that the “Directivefor Mixed-Gender Army Service” was
promoted by the Israel DemocracyInstitute, which published a document on the subject in
2013. The agenda ofthis institute is closest to the position of the political left in
Israel.Unlimited democracy, world-embracing legalism, and gender equality are giventhe
status absolute values. A series of studies during 2003-2009, some of themtogether with the
American army, showed that the physical abilities of womenare much less than those of
men. In the field of orthopedics and broken bonesdue to stress, the IDF found that women
are more prone to injury than men ofthe same age by a factor of 10. But even so, the activist
women’s rightsorganizations found that the IDF was a rich area for promoting their
ideas,leading to the “Directive for Mixed-Gender Army Service.” Some of the
leadingorganizations in this movement are prominent and known for their leftistactivity in
other realms. It was thus no surprise to hear the following hintrecently by General (res.)
Yiftach Ron-Tal: “I fear that there might beextraneous reasons that are not related to the
desire for gender equality thatare at the basis of the demand for woman to serve in tanks. I
hope very muchthat this is not a case of campaigning with goals related to an attempt
toweaken the IDF.” 

Fight the Directive on the NationalLevel 

Thus, I propose to those who are organizing acampaign to reject this directive to focus on
the nationalistic and securityelements. When the emphasis is placed on religious
factors, such as modestyand close physical contact, the struggle becomes a “religious”
issue whichhas little effect on patriotic figures who are not interested in wearing akippa
on their heads. 

It is true that the new command has serious“innovations” with respect to religion even for
those who provide “supportroles” for the front-line soldiers. It includes a retreat from the
previousposition of a concept of “appropriate mixing,” which has been trampled onin
the new version of the rules. The new directive declares that thepreferred default is to put
together mixed units, since this is mostappropriate for the “IDF spirit.” New recruits will be
asked when they enlistif they “observe a religious lifestyle,” and if they prefer to serve in
anon-mixed unit (up to the level of a company, the highest relevant group). As Inoted, the
default will be mixed units. Anybody placed in such a mixed unit willnot be able, for example,
to ask to be excused from “army ceremonies,” asopposed to the situation today, even if the
social content is contrary to theirreligious convictions. 

     ** * * * * 

“Yaacov kissed Rachel, and he raised hisvoice and wept” [Bereishit 29:11]. This is evidently
the only instance inthe Tanach of a man kissing a woman (except for a mother or a
sister). “Whydid he cry? He saw the people whispering to each other because of the
kiss,saying, ‘What, has this one come to reinstitute forbidden sexual conduct?’ Fromthe time
that the world was punished in the generation of the Deluge, thenations of the world stayed
away from illicit sexual acts.” And the sagescommented that “This was a kiss indicating a
family relationship and not afrivolous act.” [Bereishit Rabba 70].

A s  S habba t  A ppr oache sA s  S habba t  A ppr oache s
Is  this  How to Respond to a Woman in Dis tress   Is  this  How to Respond to a Woman in Dis tress   

By By Esti Rosenberg,  Head of the Midrasha for Women,Migdal O zEsti Rosenberg,  Head of the Midrasha for Women,Migdal O z

This week’s Torah portion is filled withpersonal and family challenges – Yaacov and Leah,
the births of the children,Yaacov and Lavan. But the main troublesome event may well be the
harsh andpainful discussion between Yaacov and Rachel. 

“Give me children, and if not I will die”[Bereishit 30:1]. This is what Rachel demands from
Yaacov. Yaacov responds withanger: “And Yaacov was angry with Rachel, and said: Am I in
place of G-d?”[30:2]. 

Yaacov’s reaction is surprising and painful.Midrash Rabba indeed criticizes him for his
words. “The Holy One, Blessed beHe, said to him: Is this the proper way to respond to a



woman in distress? Iswear that your sons will have to stand up before her son.” Yaacov
hasdemonstrated a decided lack of sensitivity with respect to Rachel. 

Other commentators reveal deeper spiritualelements with respect to the pain that both of
them felt and analyze thesituation in terms of prayer. 

The Ramban criticizes Rachel for her words. “Thetruth is that she wanted to ask him to pray
for her to have sons, and that otherwiseshe would die as a result of her suffering... Prayers
of the righteous ones arenot guaranteed to always receive a response. And Yaacov became
angry becauseshe used the yearning of beloved women in order to frighten him about
herdeath.” 

Both Yaacov and Rachel understood very wellthat whether they would have children
depended on the Creator. Rachel turns herpain towards Yaacov, and demands that he pray
for her. In her zeal and anger shedoes not see the pain that Yaacov feels which would
cause him to pray on hisown, and she does not realize that in fact the key to the response
is not inhis hands but in the hands of the Creator. 

“It was inconceivable that Yaacov would notpray for her, but his prayers were not
answered... And he became angry becausethe matter was in G-d’s hands and not in his.” 

The Ramban is here teaching us a greatlesson. The ability to pray in order to obtain our
requests is a greatprivilege and an obligation which G-d provided for His creatures, but there
isno guarantee that our prayers will be answered. Many challenges in our lives donot get a
positive response. Rachel assumed that if Yaacov prayed she woulddefinitely have a child,
but there is no such promise. 

Out personal challenge to believe that prayercan change reality but at the same time to
understand the limits of prayer iswhat lies at the basis for Yaacov’s anger. The main lesson
to be learned fromRachel’s predicament is to know that prayer does indeed provide a real
solutionfor the challenges of life, but that in all humility we must accept thepossible difficulty
when things do not change after all. 

Rachel can be criticized for her use of athreat to thwart an undesired problem – “If not, I will
die” – and also for herlack of sensitivity for Yaacov’s difficulty, as he too stands frustrated
by thelack of response to his prayers. Yaacov is also criticized for his insensitivereaction to
Rachel’s feeling of distress. 

And here you have it: Such a short dialoguebetween a man and wife – but so much that can
be learned from the event. 

The events of the forefathers are a sign forthe offspring.

A  P A RS HA  INS IG HTA  P A RS HA  INS IG HT
Why should Anybody Climb  up  to Heaven?   Why should Anybody Climb  up  to Heaven?   

By By Rabb i Asaf Harnoy,  Post-Graduate Beit Midrash forTorah and Leadership ,Rabb i Asaf Harnoy,  Post-Graduate Beit Midrash forTorah and Leadership ,
JerusalemJerusalem

A story is told about a Rebbe from Gur, theauthor of “Imrei Emet,” who studied the weekly
Torah portion with his youngson. When they reached the story of Yaacov’s dream of a
ladder, the Rebbe askedhis son: If Yaacov saw a ladder standing on the earth and reaching
up intoheaven, why didn’t he take advantage of the situation and climb up into heaven? 

The boy answered, “Right after this we aretold, ‘Behold, G-d was standing on it!’ [Bereishit
28:13]. If G-d wasalready there why should he search for Him in another place?” 

A Torah for Life 

Many religions and faiths are based on arejection of life and this world. In those religions,
the “man of faith” yearnsfor a spiritual world which is beyond our real one. It is a world that



is asfar as possible from the world in which we live. The Jewish faith is the exactopposite of
this. One of the basic building blocks of our belief is that theway to approach G-d is
specifically through events that take place in ourworld. 

The ladder which appears in Yaacov’s dream isan expression of this belief, which
recognizes that a close approach to G-dtakes place in our own world. While angels climb up
and down the ladder, Yaacovhimself remains below, on the earth. And that is where G-d is
revealed to himand speaks to him. 

Yaacov’s ladder is not so much a way to riseup to heaven as it is a way by which G-
d can descend to be revealed down below. 

The Gate to Heaven 

The main question that we can ask is how itis possible to reveal and serve G-d in a world
which is so far away from theheavens above. How can we bring about – as it were – the
“descent” of the HolyOne, Blessed be He, on a ladder, so that He will stand before us on the
lowlyearth? 

When Yaacov wakes up from his dream he makesa definitive statement: “Yes, G-d is here at
this place... this can only be aHouse of G-d, and here is the Gate to Heaven. (28:16-17].”
After the tremendousrevelation which he experienced, Yaacov knows with absolute certainty
that G-ddescends and lands on the earth. This is therefore “the Gate to Heaven.” 

The Limit is the Gate 

The expression, the “Gate to Heaven,” whichYaacov coined, holds within it a very deep
significance. The way in which we,Bnei Yisrael, can bring about the descent and the
revelation of the Holy One,Blessed be He, is through the “gates” which he provided for us.
And these“gates” are the precise limits which we study and find in our holy Torah. Theyare
the fine details of the laws and the mitzvot which we find in the books ofhalacha. 

The concepts of “sha’ar” (a gate) and“shi’ur” (a precise limit) are related. When we
maintain the limits which G-d gaveus, we open up the gates of “heaven” for the Master of the
Universe, so that Hewill be revealed and appear here on the earth. 

A man who recites the Shema at the propertime is fulfilling the limit and the proper
measure as was set by G-d. Thisleads to opening of the “gate,” which is thus revealed. A
man whorecites the Grace after Meals after eating an amount equal to the minimum amountof
a kazayit is at the limit which G-d established, and thisleads to the “gate” being opened. 

This is G-d’s Gate, the Righteous Oneswill Pass through It 

There are times when taking great care withthe details of the halacha, especially the precise
limits involved, isdifficult and wearying. At times it seems that true service of G-d is definedby
those matters which are perceived as great and powerful, while payingattention to the details
of the halacha and strict limits are esoteric andridiculous.  

However, this is definitely not so. 

Through His wise men, the Holy One, Blessedbe He, sets the limits and the proper
measure for everything. The Holy One,Blessed be He, has chosen what will be the gate
through which He will berevealed in the world. The brave souls who manage to maintain the
limits of theHoly One, Blessed be He, in all their detail, are “the righteous ones who willpass
through the gate of G-d” [see Tehillim 118:20]. 

How happy we should be and how good is ourlot that our Torah is a Torah of life. How
happy we should be that there is noneed for us to climb up the high ladder to the heaven but
rather we can openthe proper gates which will bring the Holy One, Blessed be He, down to
us, inall His glory, and there He will be in our midst.

W HEN THE C HILD REN O P ENTHEIR HEA RTSW HEN THE C HILD REN O P ENTHEIR HEA RTS
I Got my Life Back! I Got my Life Back! 



By Meirav Maggeni,  Author of Content and Stories  inChemed, the Religious SchoolBy Meirav Maggeni,  Author of Content and Stories  inChemed, the Religious School
SystemSystem

“Shalom, Imma, I’m home!” I shouted as I camethrough the front door of our apartment, and I
dropped my heavy schoolbag rightthere.

Imma gave me a smile and asked how my day hadgone, and she offered to give me lunch. I
said, “I’m not hungry. I just had along and tough day, I’m going to sit at the computer.” And I
went into my room. 

That’s how it was almost every day. I would sitat the computer and play all sorts of games.
Then I would move on to the sportschannels, watch some of the games and get an update,
play some more, and thenmove on to some interesting sites about science and animals.
Sometimes I would lookat funny movies or watch some television shows (only those that
Imma lets mesee...). 

When I sat at the computer I could forgetmyself and everything else. I stopped only when
Imma forced me to come and eatand to do my homework. I would hurry through my meal, get
the homework out ofthe way as fast as can be, and then go back to the computer. 

Imma said to me, “Go out and play with yourfriends!” And I explained to her, “My friends are
with me all the time, onfacebook.” I showed her that we were 35 friends, all connected
through thecomputer. The truth is that I never met most of them face to face, but
whatdifference does that make? 

And Imma would try over and over. She said,“Go out to get some fresh air, to the playground
or to ride around on yourbike.” But I was so deep in my computer that it was hard for me to
leave it. 

One day, something different happened. I wentto the computer as usual and I pressed the
start button, but nothing happened.I shouted, “Imma! What is wrong with the computer?” She
came into the room andtried to help, but the computer would not go on... 

I was disappointed, and I left the room. Whatcould I do now? 

“Well,” I said, “I guess I’m hungry.” Immagave me a plate with fried chicken and French fries.
I ate very slowly, therewas no reason for me to hurry. I said, “Yummy... Thank you Imma,
that wasdelicious.” I cleared the dishes from the table, and I put them in the sink. 

Then I went back to my room and tried againto turn the computer on. But it didn’t work! What
could I do now? I opened upmy schoolbag and took out my homework. I saw that the
questions on the subjectof the prophets about how Shaul chased after David were very
interesting. Iopened a book with commentaries and I answered all the questions
verythoroughly. After all, there was no reason to hurry. 

When I finished I went to the computer to tryto turn it on again, but it still had not changed its
mind. I went outside tothe playground, and I was surprised to see that I met many of my
friends fromschool. They hadn’t expected to see me, but they were happy to let me jointheir
games. It was a lot of fun. When I got back home at night, my youngerbrother Elad had made
a paper boat, and he asked me to help him float it in thebathtub. While we were there, I
suggested that he might as well take a showeralready. Imma was very happy to see that Elad
had cleaned up and was alreadywearing pajamas. She said, “What a nice surprise!” And she
gave me a big hug. 

When we ate supper, I saw how much fun itcould be to eat together with the family. My
brothers are nice and very funny.At night, before I went to bed, I tried again to turn the
computer on. “I musthave a huge number of messages on facebook,” I said to myself. But
what could Ido? 

Abba came home from work and also tried tohelp. He said in a very serious voice, “The
computer is very old, and it hassimply died. I am sorry, but we cannot afford to buy a new
computer right now.If you need a computer to print something or to read some information,
you canuse my laptop.” 



I almost started to cry. I got into bed,almost in mourning. I had never gotten to bed so early. 

What could I do? On the shelf there was abook, which my older sister Dona brought home
from the library. I took it withme under the blanket, and I started to read. I read some items
that were veryexciting, and some others that were funny. I learned about the
undergroundfighters and the War of Independence. It was absolutely fascinating... 

In the morning, I woke up early and hurriedto school. The teacher gave me high praise for
my answers about Shaul andDavid. That really made me feel good. Never before had
anybody praised me aboutmy work, usually they just criticized me. 

At recess, Dani and Shai brought me into asoccer game. They said, “We saw yesterday that
you play very well.” When I madea goal, I felt that I was in the clouds. 

On the way home from school, I planned what Iwould do for the rest of the day. What a
surprise: I had a lot of ideas, and Iplanned to do everything. 

Days passed, I was doing very well in school,and I had a lot of new friends – real ones this
time. We went for bike ridestogether, we built a fantastic campsite, and we played many
different games atthe playground. I discovered that books can be fascinating, and I felt
thatever since my computer died I had gotten my life back. 

What about you, my readers? What are yougoing to do with your lives? Write to me at:
meggeni@gmail.com.
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“They have gone too far,” the woman said. Andthe man agreed, “Absolutely. The very first
time that I saw him I was sure thathe would make trouble.” 

A little while later, the woman and the maninvited the parents of all the girls in the Ulpana to
an emergency meeting. Allthe parents agreed – a red line had been crossed. “We will not let
the rabbistake over our lives,” Mr. Mizrachi said, half stating a fact and half demandingaction.
All the people sitting there nodded in agreement. From the other side ofthe room somebody
cried out, “Why was a rabbi appointed as the social directorin the first place? I warned our
principal that we were in danger of areligious takeover in our liberal Ulpana.” 

     ** * * * * 

They meet in the principal’s room in a chargedatmosphere. “I don’t really understand what
you want,” the social directordefended himself. “This is not my rule, it is a demand of the
management.” Theparents did not blink. The head of the parent’s committee said, “You will
not measurethe lengths of our daughters’ skirts. I don’t care about the
management’sdemands. What business is it of theirs how our daughters dress? I cannot
acceptthis language of requirements and demands. What right do they have to get involvedin
our free choice?” 

The social director tried to answer, but thewoman sitting next to him cut him off. “And they
still talk about modesty? Thisis modesty? To look in detail at the clothing worn by the girls,
is thatmodesty? If this synagogue wants us not to wear short skirts, they should leaveus
alone. We simply won’t go there at all. Not in short skirts or long skirts.We will look for
another synagogue, one that shows greater empathy and is notso stuffy, and is more
flexible.” 

The shouting went on for a long time. Thesocial director tried to put in a word now and then,
but to no avail. Onlyforty minutes after the stormy session began, the social director was



able tosay something. “I am sorry to say this, but this is a terriblemisunderstanding. We will
not be visiting any synagogue (“beit knesset”)during our field trip in Jerusalem next week.
We will visit the Knesset, theIsraeli parliament.” 

     ** * * * * 

For many years there has been a signprominently displayed at the entrance to the Knesset
building in Jerusalem. Itis headed, “Dress Code,” in large letters. “Attention visitors: Entry
into thisbuilding is granted only to those wearing modest clothing. Inappropriateclothing will
not be allowed – undershirts, short pants of any length, pantswith torn cloth, clogs... or
blouses that reveal too much.” 

Last week, the newspaper “Demarker” reportedthat there was a change. “The Knesset
recently renewed the dress code forvisitors to the place, and added a prohibition to come
wearing miniskirts ordresses... In the Knesset we were told that the sign refers to skirts
anddresses which end above the knee... Authorities in the Knesset said that‘updating the
dress code is meant to clear up some ambiguity while showing amaximum of sensitivity, on
one hand demanding respectable clothing while at thesame time attempting not to hurt the
feelings of visitors.’” 

Reporter Tzvi Zerachia wrote that since thenew rules were instituted a few weeks ago the
Knesset staff did not encounterany problems except for one visitor who was asked to
change a garment. Thewoman accepted the comment with full understanding. 

     ** * * * * 

Why, then, doesn’t such a rule work well inour regular lives? Why is it only the Knesset that
has the right to maintainits honor? Why doesn’t an Ulpana or a Midrasha also have the right
to demandrespect for its Beit Midrash? Why don’t we demand at a Torah lesson to have
thesame respect as is demanded of visitors to our Knesset building? Why is therespect due
to the Knesset greater than that demanded from visitors to asynagogue? 

It seems to me that there are two answers tothe above questions. The first is the mistake of
demanding “modest” and not “respectful”clothing. One should never have to ask somebody
else to wear modest clothing.Modesty is a matter for every person and his or her Maker.
What we should bedemanding is respectful clothing. Respect is a matter between one man
andanother, and therefore any institution has a right and an obligation to demandthat people
who come to visit maintain a standard of respect – for the placeand for the other people who
are present. Clothing which reveals some limbsthat should really be concealed shows
disrespect for other people in the area,and also disrespect for the place itself. 

The second answer to the above questions isour fear of young people. We are afraid to
make demands on our youths, out ofour fear that they will stop loving us if we do. I have the
feeling that if wein the religious school system would be in charge of the decorum in the
Knessetbuilding the very first thing we would do is to remove the sign about the dresscode.
We would say, based on our internal conviction, “This will only keeppeople from visiting the
Knesset and bring out antagonism to the rule of lawand to democracy as a whole.” 

We are afraid that our students will be angrywith us if we give them a set of demands, but the
truth is just the opposite. Ifwe don’t demand from the students that they show respect for us
and forthemselves, then they really will not do so. The way to conquer the hearts ofour
students passes through a path of demands and obligations and not onlythrough relaxing
the demands and considering their opinions. The head of everyeducational institution in the
country can demand from his or her studentsexactly what the Director General of the
Knesset, Albert Saharovitz, demandsfrom those who visit his institution. 

For reactions and comments: benkodesh@gmail.com
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